Introduction
The oxygen isotope composition of atmospheric CO2 may yield new insight on how the terrestrial biosphere absorbs and respires CO2. Of primary importance is the fact that CO2 exchanges isotopically with water, according to an isotopic reaction that is catalyzed by the enzyme carbonic anhydrase. Francey The modeled (5180 field results from exchange with five different reservoirs. Before comparing the simulated (5180 with observations, we examine separately the contribution of each reservoir in order to identify the dominant mechanisms. The model results are then discussed together with atmospheric measurements at specific locations around the world. We give special attention to the latitudinal profile of (5180 which is characterized by a pronounced isotopic depletion in the northern hemisphere with respect to the southern hemisphere. Also, we examine the seasonal cycle of (5180 at three sites where the observational record is particularly well documented: Point Barrow (71øN), Mauna Loa (20øN), and Cape Grim (41%).
The atmospheric observations are from flask samples collected at remote marine boundary layer sites. These measurements come from three independent air sampling networks: the National Oceanic and Atmospheric AdministrationUniversity of Colorado (NOAA-CU) network of 17 sites analyzed for 180 during 1990-1994 (M. Trotier et at., An evaluation of the effects of oxygen exchange on (5180 measurements from NOAA Global Air Sampling Network, submitted to Global Biogeochemical Cycles, 1996) (hereinafter referred to as Trotier et at., submitted manuscript, 1996), the Scripps Insti- 
